Computing For Seniors In Easy Steps: Updated For Windows 7
**Synopsis**

Computing for Seniors in Easy Steps has long helped seniors enjoy all the benefits of using a personal computer. Now, this best-selling title is better than ever, fully updated to cover all the new key features in Windows 7. With larger type for easy reading, this book presents no-nonsense, easy-to-understand tutorials on dozens of computer topics. In easy steps, computer users learn the basics of PC components, terminology, and special features. The range of topics covered here includes: playing and storing music on your PC; creating your own letterhead; surfing the Web; buying and selling on eBay; sending and receiving email; playing games; installing antivirus software; shopping safely on the Internet; ordering groceries online; money management; transferring images from your digital camera; and much more.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book assumes you know little to nothing about computers. It will take you from ground zero to a functional user. The scope is well within the default software that comes with Microsoft systems. There are plenty of color pictures diagrams and explanations of how and why. The only thing that you need to be aware of as with all computer books is the technology changes so the speed of processors and the size of drives may change before you get this book. Some books claim that they are in plain English this one is. It uses the margin gimmick to tell you what hot tips are don’t forget tips and beware warnings. You don’t need the margins but they’re comforting to have in the book. The book is well designed be able to those step-by-step from front to back however if you
need a little extra help or think you have missed something there is an index in the back that will carry you back to that particular location. I suggest that even if you do know how to use computers that this book may tell you how to use computers more efficiently or clear up anything that you might have a misconception about. So don't let the title or the sophomoric approach turn you off and miss something that can be useful. Laptops for Seniors in Easy Steps: For the Over-50s

I bought this book for my mother to learn computers. She isn't old enough to be a senior so it was a bit repetitive for her. That's why I give 4 stars, if she was older, I would have given it 5 stars.

Am using this book for a class that I teach for older adults. It has a lot of good ideas and sites to go to and explore.
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